
Faster, Better, Cheaper:
ARFX vs 'green screen VFX'
Client Case Study: NBCUniversal's sci-fi series Nightflyers used ARwall's
cutting-edge ARFX tech in key sequences to save 62%+ on their FX budget 
and circumvent the usual creative limitations of green screen VFX.



AT A GLANCE

THE GOAL
• High quality FX visuals that meet the standard of this George R. R. Martin 

franchise without putting a strain on the season one budget.

Produced by Universal Content Productions,
Distributed by SyFy and Netflix

THE SOLUTION
• Nightflyers chose our flagship product ARFX, the first zero-latency AR/XR set 

extensions tool, as an alternative to traditional green screen VFX.
• ARFX gave the director a window into the world of Nightflyers that is visible to 

the cast/crew, with beautiful automated light spilling onto the sets and actors, 
empowering production to walk away from set with the final shot.

• ARFX also allowed increased efficiencies on-set and massive time savings, 
more setups in a shoot day, spontaneous camera movement, real-time control 
over CG environments, and beautiful physical set designs unrestricted by the 
usual constraints of green screen.

THE SAVINGS
• 62-73% cost savings, up to $446,000 per episode, compared to traditional VFX.

45 ft by 16 ft LED videowall for ARFX system on the production of 
Nightflyers (NBCUniversal, 2018).



In order to captivate audiences, Nightflyers (produced by Universal Content 
Productions, distributed by SyFy and Netflix) needed arresting visuals that 
could match the quality of big-budget sci-fi features and the expectations of 
this George R. R. Martin (Game of Thrones) franchise. Knowing this was the level 
of quality needed, the production sought out innovative solutions for season 
one that would achieve this result without the traditional exorbitant spend.

THE CHALLENGE

Nightflyers made use of ARwall’s new technology ARFX (short for 
Augmented & Mixed Reality Effects) to bring the sci-fi world of George R. 
R. Martin to life. This new filmmaking toolset is powered by the fastest 
spatial imaging tech in the world, achieving zero latency (no perceptible 
"motion-to-photon" input lag) for film and video cameras. Unlike other 
virtual production tools, ARFX powers AR/XR set extensions that the crew 
sees on set, and which the audience sees in the final footage of the show. 
This completely eliminates the need for costly and time-consuming post-
production VFX (visual effects). Using the ARFX software platform, CG 
environments can be altered on the fly in seconds or minutes while 
on set, allowing the director more control and versatility over 
backdrops than ever before in the history of filmmaking.

Director Mike Cahill (I Origins, Another Earth) and director of photography
Markus Förderer (Independence Day 2: Resurgence) were our champions 
through development and production. They embraced our tech, as it 
allowed them the unique aesthetic they were after with automated 
lighting, and the freedom to capture any camera move they could imagine 
when inspiration struck. Perhaps most important for this complicated sci-fi 
story that takes place entirely in outer space, the cast could see the 
fantastic environments on set as the ARFX display generated real photons 
from the locations of the show, informing their performance. While not a 
fit for every shot, ARFX was the best fit for key sequences.

THE SOLUTION

Melantha Jhirl (Jodie Turner Smith) looks out onto the super-
structure of the vessel as it prepares to leave Earth. All lighting 
and content outside the window is automated by ARFX.



Since our ARFX solution is a live, in-camera effect that is visible on set, the automated lighting that emits 
from the display is motivated and accurate on every take. In anticipation of this, the designers created 
sets that would have been impossible on a green screen shoot, featuring highly reflective surfaces, 
incorporating glass, metal, and an ultra-wide viewport on the spaceship's command bridge. Replicating 
that realistic light bounce from so many light sources and across a variety of reflective surfaces is usually 
difficult, costly, and often extends the post-production process by months. With the ARFX display
emitting automated light, the production had real photons spilling across the set and into the camera’s 
lens in real-time, combining the best of digital and practical effects.

REAL PHOTONS 
ON SET

Combining the best of digital & practical FX



ARFX's core tech powers an illusion of depth that is effectively 
zero latency, fast enough to be used on any camera for 
spontaneous handheld shooting. For filmmakers, that means 
this new tech can be used for every single shot of a 
production, most notably vehicle and action scenes.

This type of kinetic camera movement and dynamic coverage 
is best evidenced by this 180-degree stunt sequence in 
Nightflyers, in which the imperiled crew must restore the 
ship’s flight path while gravity on the bridge has failed. Here, 
even unscripted whip-pan camera movements to track stunt 
choreography were no problem for ARFX, differentiating the 
tech from every other traditional real-time production tool.

REAL-TIME PARALLAX 
EMPOWERS UNLIMITED
CAMERA MOVEMENT

Fast camera moves, stunt sequences, and vehicles process shots are no 
problem for ARFX as absolutely no programming of camera moves is required. 
Every take is spontaneous and perfect, every time, automatically.



BUDGET LINE-ITEM 
COST COMPARISON
Giving your talent the tools they need to execute their creative
vision is a great path to tell stories that resonate. However, the 
realization of any project is determined by the reality of the 
budget. ARFX balances both concerns, empowering control of 
creative vision on set while removing the uncertainty and cost of 
green screen VFX.

THE FX BUDGET FOR THE NIGHTFLYERS PILOT EPISODE
Let's break down a specific episode, the pilot of Nightflyers. 
There were 24 shots (1:35 minutes of footage) where ARFX was 
used. See the table to the right. Based on our bids from several 
established VFX houses, ranging from one of the top 3 AAA 
upper-tier shops down to mid-tier providers, we can conclude 
that the VFX budget would have fallen in the $400,000-$600,000 
range had the production used traditional green screen VFX 
methods instead of ARFX. By choosing our technology, the 
production saved $273,000 to $446,000 per episode, 
representing a remarkable savings of up to 73%.

A NOTE ON ASSET CREATION
The cost and time to develop the CG assets (ship, planets, 
moons), whether using green screen VFX or ARFX, would have 
been equivalent. There was no additional money spent by the 
production to create the assets for the ARFX illusions.

ARwall actual cost with 
one ARFX system

Mid-Tier VFX house 
bid with green screen

Upper-Tier VFX house 
bid with green screen

Effects Dept Staff $50,000 $132,000 $200,000

ARFX System Rental $36,000 n/a n/a

LED Rental (45x16ft) $80,000 n/a n/a

Green Screen Light/Rig n/a $12,000 $12,000

VFX Paint/Rotoscoping n/a $40,000 $40,000

VFX Compositing n/a $255,000 $360,000

Total Cost for 1 Episode $166,000 $439,000 $612,000

Total Billable Time 52 days 480 days 480 days

Cost Compared to ARFX $273,000 more per ep
(savings of 62%)

$446,000 more per ep
(savings of 73%)

SAVED 62-73%



AUTOMATION FOR A SMALLER EFFECTS TEAM
ARFX is in essence an automation of the VFX compositing process, turning a 
painstaking craft into an optical illusion that occurs in the blink of a shutter. 
Actual human labor involved in the effects department is reduced by 50-75%.

BROADER BENEFITS IN POST-PRODUCTION & BEYOND
Simply by adding ARFX to the shoot, a production company is able to dramatically 
reduce the number of VFX concerns. That means less assistant editors, less VFX 
coordination, less time spent on tracking and swapping out VFX shots. The overall 
uncertainty created by green screen is completely circumvented, creating exciting 
benefits to performance, collaboration, and more!

ARwall with ARFX
Staffing & Time Specs

Mid-Tier VFX House
Staffing & Time Specs

Upper-Tier VFX House
Staffing & Time Specs

3-PERSON TEAM
• 1 x ARFX Supervisor
• 1 x ARFX Artist
• 1 x ARFX Technician

Time to Completion:
3 weeks

8-PERSON TEAM
• 1 x VFX Supervisor
• 2 x Support Staff
• 2 x Roto Artists
• 3 x Compositors

Time to Completion:
3 months

12-PERSON TEAM
• 1 x VFX Supervisor
• 3 x Support Staff
• 4 x Roto Artists
• 4 x Compositors

Time to Completion:
3 months

THE TIME & LABOR SAVINGS

To see a behind-the-scenes 
featurette video of ARwall’s
work on Nightflyers, please 

visit our website: 
http://arwall.co

http://arwall.co/


FEATURES COMPARISON

For more information on using ARFX for you next production, email hello@arwall.co, 
call +1-323-402-1230, or visit us at 2316 West Victory Boulevard, Burbank, CA 91506.
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